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Book reviews
Hither and thither; gleanings from my anecdotage. By R W M Strain. (pp 31. £2.50). Cornwall:
RWM Strain, 1991. (Available for purchase at the University Bookshop, University Road,
Belfast).
Bill Strain's Belfast and its Charitable Society1 established him as more than just a doctor who
indulged an interest in local history. The book (based on his 1955 Queen's PhD thesis) was well-
researched, well
-written and well
-received; an important contribution to the history of Belfast. Three
later articles, based on impeccably compiled addresses to the Ulster Medical Society respectively
charted the Society's history,2 extended our knowledge of the origins of Belfast medicine3 and drew
charming yet candid vignettes of past and present residents (mostly medical) of University Square4
where Strain himself had lived - in No 3 (1907-8), No 9 (1913-47) and No 8 (1947-54). In
retirement (in Cornwall, now Cheltenham) as is natural he turned increasingly to retrospect and in
1982 published a short collection ofreminiscences ofhis medical training5 which gracefully harnassed
a lucid memory to incisive observation to provide telling cameos of contemporaries and a strong whiff
of what being a medical student was then like. Now at the age of 84 he explores in this extended
pamphlet further crannies from his student days and adds experiences from his graduate training, the
wartime RAMC, and his tenure of the Queen's ceremonial office of Esquire Bedell.
Not all histories are adept at breathing life into their characters or narrative. Works like the present
one, though not themselves 'history', can help them to do so. They have an added bonus - they are
easily readable; and a debit - since the characters and their stage are local, the play is mainly for
locals, in this case Queen's medical graduates. Wider interest can only be attracted if the characters
also bestrode a larger stage - Queen's medical worthies ofthe period did not, however, although they
dominated the local one; if the play itself has some uniqueness - it does not, Strain's experiences
have many parallels elsewhere; or if the script (or author) is of especial distinction.
Certainly for years Bill Strain graced the local medical scene and professionally had a wider reputation
(he wrote a useful text book for dental students),6 and unites with style and clarity avoiding the Scylla
of banality and the Charybdis of nostalgic sentimentality, and the autobiographical mirror accurately
reflects a delightful, loyal, and cheerful colleague, but his subsidiary title "Gleanings from my
anecdotage" though unduly self-critical, is not chosen altogether frivolously. This pamphlet will
deservedly delight mainly Queen's medical graduates of all vintages to whom I recommend it and also
its more comprehensive and disciplined predecessor5 to complete an intriguing, informative and
enjoyable twin-set as a companion to Ian Fraser's popular retrospects. P FROGGATT
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Postgraduate medicine. 5th ed. By I J T Davies. (pp 630. £24.95). London: Chapman & Hall,
1991.
It was with keen anticipation that I set aside an evening to look through the fifth edition of
Postgraduate medicine. As with previous editions, the target readership is amongst those preparing
for the MRCP diploma. I remember well using a copy of the third edition in my own examination
preparation. At that time I found this single author survey of internal medicine a useful source of
revision. By skimming over the straightforward bits, there was enough space to explain in more detail
difficult areas of both practical and examination relevance.
The approach in the new edition is the same, though as 1 looked through it, I was a little disappointed.
The endocrinology section seems far from up to date. There is a detailed discussion of the free
thyroxine index when, rightly or wrongly, most laboratories have been using kits to measure free
thyroxine more or less directly for some time. Does anyone now need to know about the historical
terms LATS, when the cause of hyperthyroidism can be attributed to aptly named thyroid stimulating
antibodies? The section on the classification of diabetes mellitus was quite at odds with recent
definitions.
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